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Dispatching automated guided vehicle systems

SUMMARY Despite hardware failures, the capability of an automated system operating in accordance with the promised potential depends on the operational control measures in force. This document introduces some heurist rules for sending automated controlled vehicles (AGVs) in a workplace store
environment. Rules are useful when setting priorities for work stations that request vehicle services to pick up material. The likely impact of these rules on the outcome of workplace trade is assumed. Simulation results demonstrating the effects of these rules are also presented. An auction algorithm is
proposed for automated guided vehicles. The method of transmission of this study differs from traditional transmission rules because it looks to the future of the efficient allocation of delivery tasks to vehicles and also to the fact that several tasks correspond to several vehicles. The method of transmission
of this investigation is divided in that broadcasting decisions are made over related vehicles and machinery. In addition, the theoretical criteria for the decentralised transmission method will be discussed. Simulation research compares the performance of a method with that of a popular shipping rule.
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